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Fortuny Dress



Linen Dress

Connected at one shoulder,

Roman in thought

Light as a feather

More luxurious than leather

Devoid of color

Statuesque and white.

























CALIFORNIA MODERNISM



Design is color, shape and balance. It emphasizes form through the focus on the female body. 
It is bold and exciting like Elza Sunderland’s textile prints. Design is at play. It is our obsession 
with youth and perfection. It is the illusion of symmetry on an imperfect form. It is correction 
itself. Such is the basis of design.





Future Forward



The Neon Road

Based on the Film Series The Matrix written by Lana and Lilly   
Wachowski.

BACKSTORY: Neo has a half black twin sister whose name is Neon. 
She ran away from home after finding out the secret of her birth. 
Which is that her biological father is Neo’s football coach,    
Mr. Mor a.k.a Morpheus.

10 YEARS LATER…

Neon now living under the alias of Neona Woods while working as a 
hostess in a Diner outside of New York City

NEONA: Welcome to Billy’s Diner, are you ready to order?

AGENT SMITH: Yes, I would like a cup of water no ice.

NEONA: Will that be all for you today?

AGENT SMITH: Yes.

(Sarah another waitress calls out)

SARAH: Neona telephone!

(Neona looks over her shoulder towards the Diner’s service   
counter. Agent smith clears his throat.)

NEONA: I am so sorry sir. Where was I… Oh yes, a cup of water no 
ice. Will that be all for you today?

AGENT SMITH: Yes and can you make sure that the cup is clean and 
don’t forget to bring a straw.

NEONA: Okay sir, I will be back with your order.

(As Neona walks towards the service counter Sarah approaches her)

SARAH: Neona, I was just looking for you. (She moves closer and 
talks lower) That customer you just helped was asking was ask-
ing for you earlier. What a creep. By the way you had a telephone 
call.

NEONA: Who was it? Did they leave a number?



SARAH: He said that he was your brother and that he would call 
back. I thought you said that you were an orphan? You did not 
tell me that you had a brother…

NEONA: Brother? I don’t have a…Neo! (Neona covers her mouth with 
her hands. Agent Smith turns around and gives her a cold stare. 
He gets up and walks towards her.)

Outside the Matrix….

MORPHEUS: What’s wrong Neo?

NEO: They found her, they found my sister Neon. I have to save 
her. With Trinity gone she is all the real family I have left. 
I’m going in.

END SCENE










